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HP Network Automation 7.60

Product Highlights

What's New
This QuickSpec outlines the key new features and stability enhancements in HP Network Automation 7.60, the latest release of our
award-winning network configuration management and automation platform.

Virtual switch support
Network Automation 7.60 supports the management of server-embedded software switches for a select set of devices, most
significantly the virtual ethernet vSwitch in VMware's ESX environment.
Figure 1 shows the connections between the virtual machines (VMs) and the vSwitch in an ESX environment. The vSwitch and VMs are
running inside an ESX host, which is logically inside a data center. A vSwitch runs as a service of an ESX server and is not directly
visible on the network.
Figure 1. vSwitch support within the VMware ESX environment

Network Automation 7.60 uses the ESX APIs to gain access to the vSwitch service so that it can identify and manage the vSwitch
within the ESX server. With this new release, Network Automation can isolate the vSwitch and manage it just as if it were another
physical network device, using the same Network Automation GUI and API interfaces used with physical network devices.
Figure 2. vSwitch device support in Network Automation 7.60
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Version 7.60 also supports the Cisco Nexus 1000v virtual switch by utilizing the VMware distributed switch API. Network Automation
7.60 supports this device with the same GUI, CLI, and API interfaces it uses to support physical devices.
Figure 3. Cisco 1000v support within the VMware ESX environment
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Virtual context support
Virtual context support allows users to manage contexts from devices that support the concept of administrator/context relationships.
Such devices include Cisco FWSM, Cisco ACE, among other network devices. HP NA supports provisioning of virtual contexts by
assigning it a configuration.
Devices may have relationships with other devices or modules inside of them that run an operating system with enough rich content
to consider them unique devices complete with a full configuration and interfaces. Network Automation 7.60 distinguishes
relationship types, including both user-defined and system-defined relationships. It also handles parent-child relationships-accessing
child devices via the parent-and peer relationships. Data for parent, peer, and child devices is extracted and stored with relationshipcontext understanding. Device dependencies can also be defined using a new Device Relationships API.
Figure 4. Virtual context support
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To facilitate device-context understanding, we created a new task page for entering device-specific information needed to create
contexts. The page also provides a way to specify configuration templates.

Enhanced task scheduling
We added two key task-management features to improve the execution order of tasks-task prioritization and round-robin execution of
group tasks.
Task prioritization
This feature makes it possible to set priorities so that the most important tasks are finished first. Five priority levels are defined, with
priority 1 being the highest. Users granted appropriate permissions can assign priority 1 when they create or update tasks. The
administrator user group has this permission by default. Users without permission can set priority to any level between 2 to 5. All tasks
are created with default priority level 3.
Figure 5: Enhanced task scheduling with the ability to set task priority
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Round-robin group tasks
The round-robin feature enables a "one task from each group task at a time" execution. When tasks execute in round-robin mode
from two task groups, task execution alternates between the two groups.
When task priorities and task round-robin are combined, all tasks in a specific priority level are treated as peers for round-robin
purposes. Once all tasks and subtasks of a given priority level are depleted, then tasks of the next priority level are executed.
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Enhanced device selector and device group manager
An improvement in the GUI simplifies navigation of device group trees to select devices and device groups, making it easier to select one or
of thousands and simplifying functions like scheduling tasks, testing policies, or editing device-group membership.
Figure 6. New GUI for device and group selection

We also dramatically decreased the load time of devices from database to the device selector. Once the device selector has loaded, it takes
device by name or IP. If the user doesn't know the name or IP and only enters a part of it, a filter limits the display to matching devices, to red
scrolling through lists. The number of devices or device groups displayed on a page has been dramatically increased, so that users switch be
paging less often. And we improved the ease of selecting devices across device groups.

Enhanced VLAN support

Virtual local-area networks (VLANs) provide virtualization for network switches by allowing a switch to be segmented into multiple broadcast
switches be part of a broadcast domain. Full VLAN support is becoming increasingly important in virtualized environments, since VLANs are f
redundancy and security from physical switches to virtual switches accessed through server network interface cards. As VLAN provides segme
security, scalability, and network management issues in layer 2, which is very common in virtual server environments.
Network Automation 7.60 provides functionalities necessary to fully view and provision VLANs on network switches from different vendors. It
A complete list of VLANs for a device
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A list of ports assigned to a VLAN
Trunk ports
A list of VLANs on a trunk port
The native VLAN of a trunk port (the VLAN whose traffic on the trunk port is not tagged)
VTP settings of a network switch
In addition, it makes it possible to:
Create a new VLAN on a network switch
Change a port assigned to a VLAN (add/prune ports)
Configure a port as a trunk port (multiple VLAN with tagging)
Change truck port native VLANs
Configure a trunk port as a non-trunk
Figure 7. Complete per-port VLAN visibility

PortChannel and VLAN trunk support

PortChannel support is the ability to manage all of the individual physical interfaces associated with the virtual PortChannel interfaces.. A Por
ports that participate in that PortChannel. Network Automation 7.60 also provides visibility and management of 802.1q VLAN trunks. PortCh
comes from enhanced diagnostics, new information in device configuration files, and/or context knowledge.
Figure 8. PortChannel visibility
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When users view VLAN details, all ports associated with the VLAN are listed. If a VLAN port is a member of a VLAN trunk, it is marked as suc
links associated with ports is provided for each physical port on a device. Users can then drill down and see all the virtual ports associated w
virtual ports that will be affected by a change to a parent port.

The ability to understand PortChannels and VLAN trunks is a common requirement in server virtualization environments. For example, PortCh
managing servers that assign multiple connections to a physical port. If that port were to go down (say for maintenance purposes), it would b
VLANs will be affected by the outage.

Provisioning and scripting API enhancements
New API enhancements provide more flexible device provisioning by enabling device provisioning tasks to be integrated with external
systems. New API methods will be built around these commands to provide the functionality via the Perl/Java/SOAP layer. New APIs
include list-device templates, show-device template configurations, modify-device template configurations, device provisioning using
the Device Relationships API, and other variable configuration and test-case API calls.

Native 64-bit support: Solaris
Network Automation 7.60 supports native 64-bit on the Solaris OS for dramatically improved application performance using 64-bit
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). A key driver for this increased performance is more and better memory utilization.
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Caching improvements
Caching improvements increase performance of many functions. Users can now eliminate redundant data lookups such as driver
lookup and device lookup while using memory more efficiently on both 32-bit and 64-bit systems.

Operating system and database support
HP Network Automation release 7.60 will NOT support the following:
Operating systems: SUSE 9, RHEL AS 3.x, Windows 2000
Databases: Oracle 9i, Microsoft SQL Server 2000, MySQL 3.x
Solaris operating systems: Any 32-bit Solaris version
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